Starting in August the Automated Collection Truck will begin collecting the "Wheelie" Bins in the Morris-Turnberry rural areas on one side only.

No changes in Hamlets. Using the bins is as easy as 1-2-3!

1 Collect.
Collect all your materials inside your home!
TIP: Gather your recyclable materials using your blue box. See the lid of your new bin for acceptable materials. Use small kitchen catcher type bags around the house to capture waste where ever it is generated.

2 Empty.
Empty the blue box contents into the Blue recycling bin.
Place your kitchen catcher bags directly in the Black waste bin.
TIP: Place all the recyclable items loose in the bin. Do not bag or tie anything to help us separate better with the exception of plastic bags and shredded paper which should be bagged before being placed in the bin. Trash may be bagged in bags if you wish.

3 Set Out.
Set out your "wheelie" bins at the road when full (or almost)
TIP: The "wheelie" bins should be placed at least 3 feet away from any other objects with the wheels and handle pointing towards the house and the lid opening towards the road. The truck arm can reach up to 12 feet. Rural collection is done on one side of the road only, the same side as always or which ever side the driver leaves the bins.

Do not include any items just because they are made or contain paper, metal, plastic or glass.

If in doubt, leave it out and check it out at www.bra.org/material-guide

BRA

If you have ANY questions about the program or your "wheelie" bins, please visit our site at www.bra.org where you will find useful information on all aspects of the automated collection program. Alternatively, contact us at 1.800.265.9799 or info@bra.org
Automated Collection System

The automated collection system uses a specialized vehicle to collect the whole bins. Waste and recyclables will be collected at the same time with the same vehicle in a two-compartment truck. We recommend that you set out both containers by 7 AM to ensure collection.

In the urban areas (hamlets) collection remains on both sides of the road, where possible. Effective August 1, 2018, collection in the rural areas will take place on one side of the road only. Please see the list below as a guide for the location of your bins in the rural area. Note that the location may change as needed. In the case of a change, your bins should be placed on the same side of the road where the driver leaves them after collection.

Proper Collection Side

Please place your materials on the side of the street indicated in this table. There are no expected changes in the hamlets.

### MOSS WARD
- Blue Line North Side
- South Side
- Blyth Rd North Side
- Brandon Rd North Side
- Brownstone North Side
- Brussels West Side
- Cadence South Side
- Clegh South Side
- Clyde West Side
- Cranbrook South Side
- Elevator Line East Side
- Higgins Line East Side
- Jones Street North Side
- London Rd East Side
- May Line East Side
- Martin Line East Side
- McCall Line West Side
- McLean Line East Side
- McKitrick South Side
- Morris South Side
- Morris Tannery South Side
- Nicholl East Side
- Quarter East Side
- Ramsey Line East Side
- St. Michaels Rd North Side
- Stone School Rd North Side
- Wheeler East Side

*Note that the driver may move your blue box to the opposite side to indicate your new collection location.*